Multiobjective multifactor dimensionality reduction to detect SNP-SNP interactions.
Single-nucleotide polymorphism (SNP)-SNP interactions (SSIs) are popular markers for understanding disease susceptibility. Multifactor dimensionality reduction (MDR) can successfully detect considerable SSIs. Currently, MDR-based methods mainly adopt a single-objective function (a single measure based on contingency tables) to detect SSIs. However, generally, a single-measure function might not yield favorable results due to potential model preferences and disease complexities. This study proposes a multiobjective MDR (MOMDR) method that is based on a contingency table of MDR as an objective function. MOMDR considers the incorporated measures, including correct classification and likelihood rates, to detect SSIs and adopts set theory to predict the most favorable SSIs with cross-validation consistency. MOMDR enables simultaneously using multiple measures to determine potential SSIs. Three simulation studies were conducted to compare the detection success rates of MOMDR and single-objective MDR (SOMDR), revealing that MOMDR had higher detection success rates than SOMDR. Furthermore, the Wellcome Trust Case Control Consortium dataset was analyzed by MOMDR to detect SSIs associated with coronary artery disease. Availability and implementation: MOMDR is freely available at https://goo.gl/M8dpDg. Supplementary data are available at Bioinformatics online.